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Chapter 2506
Finally, after waiting for about an hour or so, the Cosmic Divine Stripe appeared.
In front of it, a black-gray ethereal stone wall suddenly descended, and on the stone wall,
there were various, intricate stripes etched.Each stripe felt like it contained an infinite will.
When everyone saw the Cosmic God Stripe, they immediately looked at the stripe without
blinking, because, it would only appear for a minute, and the opportunity waited for no one.
The same was true for omi.
Unfortunately, one minute was too short, and it seemed to disappear all of a sudden.
After the divine pattern disappeared, everyone didn’t speak and immediately closed in place.
How much they could grow depended on this move.
omi was the same.
After a few seconds, one of omi’s wills grew one divine power, then it took a few more seconds
for the remaining nine to grow one divine power each as well, so in a few seconds, omi grew
ten divine powers.
omi, who was originally a thirty-horse Lower God, became a forty-horse Lower God in a few
seconds.
But this, was not the end. One second to remember to read the book
Of course, no one felt the change in omi at the moment, and everyone was still working on
their own.
omi spent another minute, and one of the wills grew another horse.
Just like that, half an hour later, omi had grown thirty horses of divine power.
Fifty lower gods, one middle god, and ten middle gods.
It took omi half an hour to become a ten-horse Middle God.
However, by the time omi wanted to continue, his mind was already empty and he couldn’t
think of anything, but a minute was too short after all.
“Phew.”omi sighed and opened his eyes.

At this point, everyone else, too, would have their brains empty at most for half an hour,
unable to think of anything, or, consuming what they had just seen, exhausted.
“How much pegasus power have you grown?”
“I grew a horse.”
“And you?”
“I grew three horses.”
“Wow, three horses, that’s a wonderfully powerful person.”
“Hehe, it’s average.”
Throughout the square, almost everyone opened their eyes, and everyone asked how much the
people around them had grown.
Almost everyone, had grown zero.
The ones that grew by zero, accounted for eighty percent.
Those who were able to grow more than three horses, very few.
“As for the ones that grew four or five horses, it’s even rarer.”
Like omi, the ones that grew forty horses, perhaps no one believed it.
Of course, no one had yet discovered how much omi had grown either.
omi kept a low profile and didn’t say.
Just at this moment, a shout came from the distance, “Come and see, someone here has grown
eight horses of divine power.”
“What?Eight horsepower?How is that possible?”
“Who is it, oh my God, eight horses, is this going to break the cosmic record?”
“Quick, go over and worship.”
When everyone heard that, they all looked shocked and squeezed over there.
Originally, the people beside omi wanted to communicate with omi, but they were also
immediately attracted over there, after all, eight horses was the highest record in history.
omi laughed wordlessly, eight horses, and also had the nerve to say so loudly.

At that change, everyone squeezed up, and the only person they saw was a man.
That
The man looked a bit arrogant.
“Heavens, it’s the grandson of the Moon Like God Emperor, Moon Zhengjian.”
“Moon Zhengjian, he used to be a genius known far and wide, but I never thought that this time,
he finally proved his potential with facts.”
“Tsk tsk, I’m afraid, those who want to marry with the Moon Zheng Prison this time will step
through the threshold.”
That Moon Jung Prisoner, facing everyone’s adoring gazes, did not speak, his gaze slightly
raised, but his pride right now, in everyone’s eyes, was respectable, because, he was worthy of
pride.
In the crowd, Miss Ah Luo’s brother, Ah Yin was busy saying, “Ah Luo, hurry up and go up and
get acquainted with the Moon Massive Prisoner ah.”
“Brother, what are you talking about.”
“Sister, as you can see, the Moon Jung Prisoner has broken the universe record ah, once the
universe divine mark, he was able to grow eight horses of divine power, which means that he is
definitely strong in the future ah.If you don’t take the initiative to go for it, you’ll regret
going.”
“Ah, but me, me.”Ah Luo also understood what his brother said, indeed, this kind of divine
talent would definitely be a God Emperor in the future, and a very strong one at that, it was a
talent that was hard to find in a million.
Sure enough, just as Ah Luo was hesitating, several women had already pushed their way up to
the Moon Massive Prisoner, and none of them were bad in looks.
“Massive Prisoner, I’m Tie Xiang, actually, I’ve had a crush on you for a long time, can I get to
know you?”
“Hello, Jung-prisoner, I am the Gourd God Emperor’s Xuan granddaughter, Gourd Jin, may I hug
you as a sign of my adoration of you?”
A group of women, all throwing themselves at the prisoner of the moon.
Not far away, Liang Xin’s grandfather was also busy urging, “Liang Xin, what are you waiting for,
go up, with your posture, you have an advantage over those women, go up quickly, besides,
you are still keeping your body like a jade so far, this is something that other women don’t
have, hurry up.”
“Grandpa, you are also following the nonsense.”

“You child, what’s the nonsense, eight horse divine power ah, what does this mean?If you really
have this fate, we’ll be rich in the future, and with the potential of the Moon Jung Prisoner,
you’ll be at least one of the Ten Great God Emperors in the future.”
“Grandpa.”Liang Xin was depressed.
“Go on, don’t you see, all the women of the other God Emperor’s offspring have gone up to
look for a chance.You, on the other hand, have an opportunity that the others don’t have,
fortunately, you’ve kept yourself safe all these years, haha.”Liang Xin’s grandfather smiled
happily, with this, Liang Xin’s chances were greater than others.
“Me.”Liang Xin wanted to square up.
“Why are you still standing there?”
With the matter at hand, Liang Xin had no choice but to tell the truth and say, “Grandpa, I’m
sorry, I’m no longer ice-clear.”
“What, what are you talking nonsense, are you that kind of person?”
“Grandpa, just last night, I’m no longer.”Liang Xin said wiping her tears.
“How did that happen?”
“Grandfather, last night Wind Lightning asked me to go drink with him, and as a result, he did
something to me, and I am no longer.”
“Ahhh, Wind Lightning, Mad Dog.”Liang Xin’s grandfather was so angry that he wanted to jump
up, and his mouth kept cursing the mad dog, but he didn’t dare to go to omi due to Old Sang’s
strength.
And at this moment, that Ah Luo finally made up his mind and went to the Moon Zheng prison.
Inwardly, Ah Luo said, “After all these years, it’s almost time for me to find a man, this Moon
Zheng prisoner is indeed not bad, I must fight for him.”
Ah Luo walked towards the Moon Justice Prisoner and was also busy greeting him, “Hello,
Moon Justice Prisoner, my name is Ah Luo.My grandfather is one of the Ten Great God
Emperors, can we get to know each other?”
Unfortunately, that Moon Jung prisoner looked arrogant and paid no attention to anyone.
But despite that, Ah Luo didn’t back down, someone with so much potential, definitely not so
easy to obtain, she would definitely continue to recommend herself.In fact, Ah Luo also had an
advantage that other girls might not have, and that was to keep herself guarded all the time.

